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TENDER NOTICE

Date: 29.12.2022

NCCF, Jaipur invites e-Tender from experienced manufacturers/traders/dearers for
supply of SBT 580 gms gunny bags for onward supply to various branches of NCCF across Indja
to be used in the procurement of purses under price stabirization Fund (pSF) operations.
Therefore, Empanerred suppriers of NCCF, Jaipur are requested to participate in the e-Tender
for supply of Gunny Bags and may submit their bids till 02.01.2023 up to 04:00 plvl.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE BID

1. New Sma[ B-TwiI Gunny bags as per specification (94 cm X 57 cm, weight 580 gms) for
packing of Pulses of 50 Kg. There shourd be no spilage from the fi|ed bag duiing the
normal handling/ transit etc.

2. Samples of gunny bags need to be submitted along with lao reports.
3. Transpodation for supply of gunny bags to various locations has to be arranqed bv the

bidder.

7.

The gunny bags are to be supplied within prescribed time period from the date of
placement of work order for supply by NCCF, laipur.
The basic rates per bag shall be quoted on F.O.R basis.
This is a Two-Bid render comprising of rechnicar & Financiar Bids. The bidders need to
submit both the bids in two different envelops. onry technica y qualified bidders will be
eligible for opening of Financial Bids.
offers (Bid) shall be valid for a period of 120 days from the date of opening of e-Tender
during which no escalation in the rates will be allowed.

8. NCCF, Jaipur reserves the right to accept or reject any or at apprications without
assigning any reason thereof.

9. NccF, laipur wiil be at raberty to distribute the quantity of suppry (40 percent maximum)
to be supplied among all the technical eligible bidders at the lowest acceDted rates bv
NCCF subject to acceptance of the lowest rates by the bidders other than L1.

l0 supplies to be made at various centers of procurement in the statbs of Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Uttar pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand and

4.

5.

6.

therefore bidders may quote the rates state-wise on F.O.R. basis


